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Introduction
•

The region we called Transylvania today is a big portion in the
Romania Transylvania has been dominated by several different
peoples and countries throughout its history. It was once the nucleus

•

of the Kingdom of Dacia (82 BC–106 AD). It is about 103.600
square kilometers and the people there are most miners the country
sells minerals for goods and eat wheat and all kind of vegetables
there. And it is famous for it’s fruit wine and it’s beautiful mountains
and forest. The world Transylvania means over the mountain
It is not exaggeration to say that this land is the place where the
Europe culture starts and has very important battle take place in and
is the land of mystery because bran stocker has a very famous
story [Dracula] and this land is the home of Dracula it inspired many
people who write the horror movie or story.

Data of Dracula
• He is born in a loyal family his dad is a
knight of the army called “dragon” it is a
very solemn job so his father named his
child Dracula “Dra” means the son of
dragon
• He is super cruel [will be mentioned in the
story]
• Born in middle ages

Now

•LET THE
FUN
BEGANS

Chapter one - a day in
Transylvania [history]
•

Ian was a great researcher of the folk stories, he was a big fan
of the locals stories and was eager to know them, this time he
wants to go to the land of mystery :Transylvania because that
is the place where Bran Stocker writes his Dracula story. He
really wants to see what is like in the Dracula’s castle, so in the
summer vacation he order an airplane ticket to Transylvania
right away, it take him ten hours to reach there when he arrived
he went to the bran castle right away to see what is like in the
castle of Dracula but before he go there he needs to eat some
thing so he go to a restaurant and eat the fruit salad and the
famous Transylvania pizza and the fruit wine there, then he go
to an museum which is next to the restaurant, while there he
find out Transylvania is a place where the royal family hide
while the Austria is attacking them after that he notice a sign
which says the national film festival is about to start Ian really
wants to stay until the festival began but he can’t. so he swear
he will visit the festival but now he have to enter the Dracula
castle, when he enter . He feels like someone is watching
him…..

Chapter two – possessed [culture]
•

When he walk in there, he has a wired feeling the air is cold and humid
the hole castle was made of concrete and stone the floor are wet, it is
dark inside, although there are a lot of tourist but it feels like he is
isolated with the world outside and there is a feeling like you can’t get
out of there it’s like a chain strict you won’t let you move, the
atmosphere is unusually and scary. He keeps walking then something
catch his eye he notice a small painting and the person in the picture
is Dracula, then he reads the introduction of this picture it says”
Dracula is a real person in the middle ages he is very cruel, when
people from the other country wears hat when they bow to Dracula he
was furious so he use a huge wooden stack and poke in their anus
and put the wooden stack vertical because of the gravity their body
stuck on the wooden stack and slowly pull down until the wooden
stack pop out from their head or throat. Because he is so cruel people
erase his eyes in this picture to let him become less scary” when he
finish reading he find some ancient words lying in the bottom of the
picture because he is the only person who can understand these
words, he translate the sentence it says “touch the picture” so he
touch the picture and the floor under his foot began to crack and he
fell down to an dungeon in the dungeon there is a red ball but the ball
is not solid it looks like a ball of gas and that thing keeps shinning
which attract Ian to touch it, then the gas go into Ian’s body
immediately he feel really wired and powerful because he don’t what is
that, he went to meet an old friend of his who has expertise in this kind
of things his name is Anthony.

Chapter three-crying for help
•

He go to find Anthony and ask for help when Anthony hear what Ian
has been through and what he did there he says to Ian “ come in,
we got works to do” and then they tried to suck the thing out of Ian’s
body using lightening but it didn’t work, then they tried to destroyed
that power but none of it work, so they change their mind they want
to know things about Dracula and what is in Ian’s body so they use
medicine and chemicals to test what is going to happen and the test
almost kill Ian but none of them works they just don’t know how to
tract the power out, as time goes by Ian’s face become pale and his
skin become white and his canine teeth become longer he is more
and more like Dracula, so they go back to Transylvania and search
how to solve the problem, they go back and looking for clues

Chapter four-Revenge of Dracula
•

When they go back, Anthony was anxious to find the answer, and Ian
notice this so he is kind of suspect Anthony after that they go in to the
dungeon where Ian find that power next to the place where Ian find
that thing he notice something it is skulls of human Ian was freak out<
then he understand that people from all era has been here but they are
all dead because they can’t control the power they suck in, Ian was
lucky, then the floor crack again they find a little stair to the
underground, then when the walk in there are more skulls there, but
there is a mace lying on the ground they believe they mace can pull
out the power which is inside Ian’s body so Anthony grab the mace
and point at Ian right away and let out a shinny light which strikes
Ian’s body then he pull out the red power when Ian finds out what is
going on now he expect Anthony to destroy the power but instead of
that Anthony touch it “nooooo” Ian shout but Anthony didn’t faint he
become stronger and he can fly just like Vampire, then Ian understand
what is going on Anthony was a vampire!! That explain why Anthony
almost kill Ian in the test and he wants to find the mace as soon as
possible then Anthony attack Ian but suddenly Ian pull out his lighter
and matches he set them on fire because of the light Anthony fly away
leaving with a note it says’ on international film festival’

Chapter five- conclusion
•

On the international film festival Ian take all his equipment and
was ready for the fight then he saw a men in black which wear a
big robe then he understand right away he run toward him and
pull out his light saber and drive into his heart people are
frightened but when Anthony fell apart in dust someone attack
Ian in the back it is Anthony the Anthony Ian killed is a clone of
him “join me we will be a great team” says Anthony
“ never ”say Ian “you will kill all the good guys and you kill my
friend’ ‘don’t you get it Ian’ say Anthony “ the Anthony you
know is gone now I am Dracula “ “last time john killed me but
my master saved my life and store my power in the place you
have been, and now I will destroy you” “never” then Ian charge
at Dracula but he miss it then Dracula use his sword to attach
him but is was stop by the light saber then Ian use his super
power which is mentioned in my last story. Anyway he trap
Dracula just then when Ian will kill Dracula he escape and use
his sword to drive in to Ian’s heart “so long old friend” say
Dracula but he feel something is wrong then he look at his
chest he saw a blue blade pop out his chest “not so fast” say
Ian then he cut Dracula into a thousand pieces then destroy
them with his light saber, after the real Anthony was back and
they swear never investigate another mystery story again and
they stay at home and watch TV for the rest of their live.
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